
TACOS MUCHACHOS 
FUNCTIONS & EVENTS



- THE VENUE-
Tacos Muchachos is Sydney's most authentic taqueria based in the heart of 
Redfern next to one of Sydney's most culturally & historically significant 
streets - Eveleigh Street. 

You'll find the muchachos inside Hotel Hacienda, on the corner of Regent 
Street and Cleveland Street, bordering the leafy suburb of Chippendale. 
Hotel Hacienda is a 64-room boutique hotel founded by a group of private 
investors. The space boasts a grand dining area littered with natural light 
and numerous cacti as well as an outdoor veranda on the railway side. It can 
seat 70+ guests comfortably or up to 120 standing guests. We also have a 
rooftop coming soon.

The design philosophy was to create aspirational affordability and create a 
fun environment with considered aesthetics. The vision was to bring a little 
touch of Tulum to Redfern. Everything has been sourced, created and styled 
with a majority of materials coming from authentic Mexican artisans.  



- Tacos Muchachos -

At its core, Tacos Muchachos is about bringing the most delicious Mexican 
street food to Australia, sharing the unique vibrancy of Mexican culture and 
revolutionising the way our Australian amigos enjoy Mexican food. 

Founded on a true passion for Mexico's bold flavours and the creativity of 
it's cuisine - our hope is to transcend borders, languages and cultures to 
bring customers on a journey to the Taquerias and Mercados found in the 
bustling streets of Mexico and the southern United States.  

We believe in staying true to traditional cooking styles - making our own 
tortillas, salsas and marinades from scratch - obsessing over the freshness 
of ingredients and providing a service that makes every customer feel like 
part of our familia. 

At Tacos Muchachos,  we combine fine dining techniques with traditional 
street food practices to showcase traditional street flavours while never
forgetting the classics everyone fell in love with from the start. 

DESDE LAS CALLES DE MÉXICO AL CORAZÓN DE AUSTRALIA



Looking to party with the muchachos? You can book the whole ground 
floor out or we can provide you with a more intimate space for your fiesta. 
If you're also after some rooms in the hotel, we can ensure you get the 
best rates so let us know. 

The Living Space
Light, airy and rustic. This area can be turned into a semi-private hangout 
area with a 10+ seat leather couch/living area as well as additional seating 
along the side for 8+ more. 

The Main Dining Area
This is where all the action is, situated in front of the bar for easy access to 
all of our delicious beers and cocktails. Space for 40+ seating and 80+ 
standing with a large flatscreen television where you'll often find food porn 
playing all night.

The Bar
We have a beautiful bar where you'll find a large selection of imported 
Mexican Beers, Tequilas and Mezcals. So whether you're after a shot of 
coffee & chocolate tequila or a cold cerveza, the muchachos have got you 
covered. We also sling fresh Agua Frescas (classic non-alcoholic Mexican 
drinks), Mexican sodas and of course, our famous Muchacho's margaritas! 

- FUNCTION SPACES -
PASION POR LA COMIDA Y APRECIACION AL SERVICIO



We can come to you...
The food is our connection with customers - if you're throwing a party and 
you want the muchachos slinging tacos, we'll be there. We offer different 
catering packages for all kinds of events and budgets, so if you want to 
make a statement with tacos al pastor, or get your guests sipping on our 
famous margaritas, or you just want our classic tacos, reach out now
amigos! We do everything from office events, house parties and more. 

- OFFSITE FUNCTIONS -
PASION POR LA COMIDA Y APRECIACION AL SERVICIO



- OUR FOOD -
DE TODOS LOS TAMAÑOS, COLORES Y SABORES

Mexican Street Food
Bringing the streets of Mexico to the shores of Sydney, slinging authentic 
street style tacos, as well as other classic Mexican food. We have a number 
of speciality dishes including the Quesabirria taco which is a 24-hour- 
marinaded, 6-hour-slow cooked beef taco with gooey cheese that’s been 
fried in beef fat and served with a dipping consommé. Another favourite is 
tacos Al Pastor which is a spit-grilled juicey pork shoulder in an aged 
adobada marinade topped with charred pineapple and finished with our 
taqueria guacamole and house-made salsas. 

In addition to all of our classic tacos which have the option of shredded beef, 
chipotle chicken or adobada cauliflower, we offer some other great options 
like a street burrito and our classic nachos. All of our corn tortillas are 
handmade in-house to bring you the authentic flavours of Mexico. Ask us
about our various food packages and specials!



NUESTRA PRESENTACION NOS IMPORTA
We have a number of delicious Mexican drinks like Agua Fresca (we can 
spike this with alcohol if you dare), Mexican sodas, Mexican beers and a 
killer margarita! We can also work with you on some other classic Mexican 
cocktails if you're after something a bit different. 

We have a minimum spend guarantee on 
drinks depending on the size of your group 
and the area you're after. Pre-set amounts 
for beverage consumption can be 
increased throughout the event, guests 
are welcome to select any combination of
beer, wine, spirits or cocktail options. 

You also have the option of allowing your 
guests to pay for their own drinks but we 
do require a minimum spend guarantee. 

- OUR DRINKS -

- DRINKS PACKAGES -



- Get In Touch -
DESCUBRIENDO Y CONECTANDO CON LA COMUNIDAD

Instagram @Tacos_Muchachos_Syd

Facebook: @TacosMuchachosSydney

Website: TacosMuchachos.com.au

Email: tacos.muchachos.syd@gmail.com

Phone: +61 411 496 055


